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How to prevent insect damage to 

crops and gardens:   “We will try 
this winter to cover our garden with a 
heavy coat of manure. When earth is 
rich it bids defiance to droughts, yields 
in abundance and of the best quality. I 
suspect that the insects which have 
harassed you have been encouraged by 
the feebleness of your plants, and that 
has been produced by the lean state of 
the soil. We will attack them another 
year with joint efforts.”                                                           
   --Thomas Jefferson  

News and Views: 

 If you would like to buy some Bruce 

bird’s-foot trefoil from Interlake 

Seeds, please let us know (846-9511) 

or contact cgesch63@gmail.com. 

We’ve ordered two 50 lb. bags.  

 Here’s a good reminder from Darcy 

Repen about the advantages in 

growing fava beans:  “Fava beans are 

also an excellent green manure for 

organic gardens. Specifically, small 

seeded varieties. ('Sweet Lorane' is a 

variety specifically bred by Steve 

Solomon, the founder of Territorial 

Seeds.) They are very succulent and 

till in easily, are a great nitrogen 

fixer (particularly when the seed is 

inoculated) and as a bonus, in 

gardens that are under siege by 

aphids they are a great trap crop. The 

ants and aphids go after the succulent 

growing tips- once they've colonized 

them you can snip them off and burn 

or drown them. [Favas should be] 

spring seeded up here, but they will 

overwinter for a very dense crop on  

                                                                                   

the south coast.  Ed. Note:  I have 

seeded them on April 25 here; the earlier 

the seeding, the fewer aphids.   

 Here is a link about container 

gardening.  In our opinion, a lot 

of people have warm 

microclimates on a driveway or a 

sidewalk or patio--places that are 

already “alienated” from the 

living soil.  These often can 

produce our “kitchen vegetables” 

earlier and with convenience.   

https://www.westcoastseeds.com/

garden-resources/articles-

instructions/growing-food-

containers   

 Betsey and I have a custom:  

When one of us is away, the 

homebody sends a Farm Report 

(daily) with exciting items like, 

“The cows are grazing in Zakaria 

Field 4,” and “I should have 

weeded the carrots but the sun 

was shining so I couldn’t do it 

without violating Gaia.”  Here is 

the farm report I sent to Betsey 

while she was in Calgary. 

 The dog:  he ate, slept, peed, 
ran, and shat. 

  The cat:  she ate, slept, peed, 
sauntered, and shat.  

 The chickens:  they ate, shat, laid 
eggs, shat, and shat.  

 The cows:  they ate, chewed, 
peed, and shat.  

 The husbandman:  no comment.  
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 From the Beef Cattle Research Council:  

“Castrate calves as young as practically 

possible. Banding caused less acute pain 

than surgical castration banding at 2-

months, but more chronic pain at 4-

months. This group is currently looking 

at the potential added benefit of 

providing pain relief drugs when 

castrating young calves.”  FVI:  A 

“control group” was handled the same 

but not castrated.  That group exhibited 

fewer behaviours indicating pain.  (No 

kidding, really!  Who would have guessed?) 

 Our cows have no signs of lice this year.  

Usually, whether we treat them for lice 

or not there are some rub marks.  Did 

you have the same experience?  Let us 

know.   

 Finally, I was delighted at the errors of 

the (presumably) voice-activated 

computer closed captioning which I saw 

while watching a very informative 

webinar about parasites and beef cattle”:   

"Biting lice" came out as "biting lace";   

"tannins" = "tensions";  "all right" = "our 

eat" . . .   and more.  I wonder if 

throwing a little (dewormed) manure on 

the computer doing the captioning might 

help it out.   

 A reader’s comments on the recent 

references we made to calving success –

on a Youtube clip: “My views, as a 

cattle grower with my livelihood being 

from a cow/ calf operation, and being a 

non-expert aficionado of all things 

anatomy and physiology and animal 

husbandry, are in direct opposition to the 

way some stockgrowers manage their 

herds.   

I believe that the best calving protocol 

(this applies to ALL animals through 

gestation/birth) is basically "an ounce of 

prevention is worth a pound of cure". 

Certainly genetics and nutritive value of 

feedstock play a role in viable breeding, 

gestation, calving ease and optimal 

growth on calves. But here are 3 of the 

most solid principles of calving 

management mistakes:                            

 1: Animals are essentially  in some 

sort of confinement, either truly or 

because they are being fed out of feeders 

or restricted to very small feeding 

grounds. Very little excercise 

=malpresentations, and other issues. 

They should be walking DISTANCES, 

daily, from their ever changing feed 

grounds to their water source.                 

 2: An over conditioned cow is not 

going to breed or calve optimally. This is 

hard for all of us stockgrowers to 

stomach as we wrongly assume our pride 

and joy fat cows are healthy. Not true. 

The lack of excercise contributes [to 

problems] as does feeding cattle grain, 

feeds that they are not designed to eat.                                                                           

 3:  Lots of stockgrowers are slaves to 

the seasonal sale barn schedules but the 

truth is optimal calving time is more like 

May/June, not in frigid cold but 

naturally out on open meadows.” 

 We recommend the following websites 

to give an American small dairy farmer’s 

view on “how things are going,” 

including comments about Canada’s  

supply management system. 
https://modernfarmer.com/2017/05/explaine

r-trumps-milk-war-canada/             

https://twosparrowsfarm.com/the-end-of-

the-road  

 According to onpasture.com:  “There are 

an estimated 40 million acres of lawn, 

including yards, athletic fields, and golf 

courses in the United States, making 

lawn management significant in efforts 

to preserve pollinators.”   Ed. Note: And 

https://modernfarmer.com/2017/05/explainer-trumps-milk-war-canada/
https://modernfarmer.com/2017/05/explainer-trumps-milk-war-canada/
https://twosparrowsfarm.com/the-end-of-the-road
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think of all the fertilizers, herbicides, and 

irrigation water used on those acres. 

The winter that we hope is past was kind 

to the soil, protecting it from cold and 

making it possible to recharge ground 

water.  Last year the winter was mostly 

“open,” i.e., little snow cover and some 

cold snaps, which resulted in massive 

kills of alfalfa near Vanderhoof and 

large die-offs of orchard grass crops.  

For an alternative to orchard grass, some 

people are using meadow fescue (NOT 

to be confused with creeping red fescue 

or tall fescue).  You can read more about 

it at https://www.cias.wisc.edu/wp-

content/uploads/2008/10/fescuesummary

2.pdf   A good supplement to that article 

is a 2015 article from Western Cowman 

which describes how one rancher uses a 

variety of forages, including meadow 

fescue, to produce grass-finished beef. 
http://www.westerncowman.com/pdf/2015/a

rchive/may/Grass-finished-

the%20challenges%20of%20grass-

finished%20beef.pdf  

 

 Editorial:  Much Ado About Sprouts: 

Sprouting Grain for Poultry and Cattle 

 If you are reading the farm news lately you will be reading about fermenting grain and 

sprouting grain.  Recently, Small Farm Canada featured an Ontario mixed farm that uses 

sprouted grain as part of their winter-feed program.  Graze! magazine featured sprouted 

grains already in 2013, primarily as used in dairy systems for producing no-grain dairy 

products.  Reference:   http://www.grazeonline.com/fodderinterest   You can also read about 

a U.S. project at https://projects.sare.org/project-reports/one14-224/ .  In this case the two 

farms experimenting with sprouted grains for dairy cattle abandoned the project after trial 

periods.  

 On March 13, the Main Street Project (Hazelton) sponsored a meeting led by Reginaldo 

Haslett-Marroquín from Minnesota who inspired participants with news of remarkable 

success in using chickens—layers and meat birds—as a way of presenting an alternate food 

production and distribution system that involves many 2000+ bird operations in a local 

region.  Food?  Sprouted grains make up an important part of the outdoor, shaded, free-range 

system.   (We’ll have a report on this system in the next Just Farmers.) 

 Country Life in B.C. also carried a feature article about the Hydro-Green system used to 

feed beef cows.  With automated belt sprouting trays, seeds, LED lighting, and water, this 

system promises “a steady supply of forage” for beef calves in indoor system that “will 

supply the equivalent of 20 acres of forage.”  

 It seems to Just Farmers that there are a number of motivations behind the current surge 

of interest in sprouting grains (although peas and other seeds will work, too).  For small 

farmers and the backyard flock owners, sprouting seeds in simple flats or a small sprouting 

system allows greens to be available to birds and animals during the relatively long winter 

months when cold prevents them from foraging outdoors.  Sprouting grains may also 

increase the nutritional value of the grains themselves, as health-conscious human beings 

have known for quite some time.   
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 There are also some drawbacks to sprouting grains.  One is the cost of the system if one 

goes into grain sprouting “big-time.”  Bill Vanderkooi of the Fraser Valley suggests that the 

price may be high but that it is “cheap compared to buying land in the Fraser Valley.”  Also, 

unless one buys the fully-automated system, there are labour and handling costs.  

 More significant drawbacks occur when beef calves are raised indoors with milk replacer, 

then moved upon weaning to barns with what is called “outdoor access” as they grow and 

fatten (finish).  Are beef cattle going the way of large dairy herds and chicken production 

barns, cattle feedlots, etc., in which the animals cannot forage, graze, or just plain frolic when 

spring arrives or they are led to a new pasture?   Is “access to pasture” the same thing as 

allowing the birds and animals to actively rustle up their own food? 

 Almost all the cattle and chickens in the Bulkley Valley still are free to range, roam, 

forage, and feed for much of the year, weather permitting.  Are animals that spend their 

whole life in a barn or paved yard with “access” to pasture (such as the 18,000 dairy cows at 

Aurora Dairy in Colorado) be termed “organic” as the USDA now allows?  Would beef that 

is produced from “cradle to grave” indoors or on pavement on sprouted grains qualify as 

“grass-fed?”    

 We are trying sprouted grain at our small farm and initial results indicate that the animals 

love the product.  We think that as a supplement to stored winter feed sprouting is an 

excellent idea if you have the time, inclination and facilities to do so.  There is no 

replacement, however, for animals walking on soil, feeding a diverse diet of various plants or 

insects, coming into contact with soil microorganisms, and so on.   

 With sprouted grains or without, Just Farmers  affirms the need to “maintain high ethical 

standards for treatment of domesticated animals.  We try to mimic animals’ inherited 

lifestyles by allowing cattle and sheep to graze, providing rangeland or vegetated outdoor 

pens for poultry, room for hogs to root, etc., weather permitting.”   
  

P.S.:  A reader just sent in this observation:  “I've recently noticed that my chickens prefer 

their fodder at around 2 inches high at the most. They've been ignoring it all together if I feed 

it more mature. I bet if I were growing tall, grassy fodder to feed hogs or my milk cows for 

their treats that they would have a different opinion than the chickens.”   Ed. Note:  Our initial 

experiences are the same as the reader’s:  “Barely green  (not BARLEY green) sprouts are the 

chickens’ choice.”   Our few cows are very happy to eat the green mats of forage when we let them 

grow that long.                                                             

From two 

years ago, 

March 31 

(left) and June 

(right). 

“Yee-haw!  

I’m on grass 

again. . . .  but 

. . . I dream of 

June.”   


